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2016 marks 100 years since the 
birth of Roald Dahl, the world’s 

number one storyteller. Watch this 
space as we’re going to have  

a gloriumptious year filled with  
magical events and competitions  

with magnificent prizes up for grabs!
Take a look at these beautifully  
re-designed paperback editions:

Anna and the Swallow Man
Gavriel Savit

Meet Anna. Meet the Swallow Man. And follow 

their incredible journey together… Anna and  

the Swallow Man is a stunning, literary, and 

wholly original debut novel that tells a new 

World War 2 story. 

Ranger’s Apprentice The Early Years 1:  
The Tournament at Gorlan
John Flanagan

The first in a new prequel series of Rangers  

Apprentice, featuring one of the favourite  

Rangers, Halt. This original story lays the 

groundwork for the epic battles that have  

already captivated fans worldwide. 

Notebook Doodles Flowers
Jess Volinski

Notebook Doodles Flowers includes 30 interactive  

colouring pages on fun floral themes, as well 

as a colouring art lesson, 20 colour palettes, 

8 pages of coloured examples, and inspiring 

quotes to go with every design.

Somersaults and Dreams 3:  
Going for Gold
Cate Shearwater

Leap into the world of competitive gymnastics – 

friendships, dreams, tears and tumbles! Find out 

how far Ellie is willing to go for gold in the final 

book of the series.

National Geographic Kids: 100 Things 
to know before you grow up
Lisa Gerry

It’s fun to be a kid, but are you ready for what 

comes next? Challenge yourself with these  

100 things and you will be! Jam-packed with tips, 

tricks, and skills that every kid should master 

before turning 18, this is the ultimate guide to 

becoming a fun-loving, well-rounded, totally 

competent and confident young person.

The BFG
The Big Friendly Giant is unlike other  

giants. For a start, he doesn’t like to eat 

people and it’s not long before he becomes 

orphan Sophie’s very best friend.

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Nobody has seen Willy Wonka – or inside his 

amazing chocolate factory – for years. When 

he announces plans to invite the winners of 

five Golden Tickets hidden inside the wrappers 

of chocolate bars to visit his factory, the whole 

world is after those tickets!

James and the Giant Peach
James Henry Trotter lives with his two horrid 

aunts, Spiker and Sponge. He hasn’t got  

a single friend in the whole wide world. That is 

not, until he meets the Old Green Grasshopper  

and the rest of the insects aboard a giant, 

magical peach!
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Winnie-the-Pooh’s Little Pull-out  
& Pop-up World
Go on a journey to the real life places that  

inspired the classic Winnie-the-Pooh stories. 

With nine beautiful pop-up illustrations in  

a gift slipcase, this is the perfect gift for  

fans of all ages.

Fireman Sam: Wallaby One and  
the Runaway Train
Join Fireman Sam and Tom Thomas as  

they rescue Norman from a runaway train.  

Wallaby One is here to save the day!

P is for Peter: An ABC Book
Beatrix Potter

P is for Peter takes you gently through the  

alphabet and is a soft, yet stylish, introduction  

to the world of Peter Rabbit. The newest addition 

to our deluxe Peter Rabbit baby range.

Angry Owl
Kerryn Ponter

Angry Owl is fed up with the weather  

when he is caught in a terrible storm.  

When at last the storm passes, Angry Owl  

sees something quite beautiful and he learns  

that sometimes there are wonderful surprises  

at the end of a difficult time.

The World of Eric Carle:  
What’s the Time?
Eric Carle

See what all your favourite animals do from 

breakfast to bedtime! And turn the chunky clock 

hands to show the time of day on every page.

Disney Zootropolis  
The Essential Guide
An introduction to the characters, locations, 

themes and key moments from the brand  

new Disney movie, Zootropolis. 

Winnie-the-Pooh
A.A. Milne

Winnie-the-Pooh may be a bear of very little brain, 

but thanks to his friends, he’s never far from an 

adventure. This beautiful new edition, re-designed 

for Pooh’s 90th anniversary is highly collectable 

and will appeal to pooh fans old and new.

Dinosaurs: Ultimate  
Sticker Book
Explore the exciting world of dinosaurs  

with this fun sticker activity book and discover 

everything there is to know about these  

fascinating creatures that once roamed the Earth.

Barry Loser Hates Half Term
Jim Smith

It’s only a few days into the half-term holidays 

and Barry’s dad has already had enough of him. 

He’s packing Barry off to Pirate Camp and Barry 

is not impressed! Join everyone’s favourite Loser 

on his seventh hilarious adventure. 

First Writing Practice: Ladybird I’m 
Ready to Write
A workbook with pull-out pages to help young 

children develop essential early handwriting skills. 

Contains plenty of fun activities and stickers!

Little Explorers: The Speckly Pecky Egg
Judith Nicholls

The Speckly Pecky Egg tells the story of the life cycle 

of a duck from egg to adult. With a ladybird to spot on 

every page and a fold-out life cycle spread at the end, 

it is ideal for all little explorers!

The Fairytale Hairdresser and Beauty  
and the Beast
Abie Longstaff, illustrated by Lauren Beard

The Big Bad Beast’s heart is melted by Bella, the most 

beautiful girl in Fairy Land – but could she ever love 

someone so beastly?  

Bugs, Bees and other Buzzy Creatures
Meet busy bees, wiggly worms, lovely ladybirds, and  

all their other creepy crawly friends in this fact-filled 

pre-school activity book. Make your own beautiful  

butterflies and bees, decorate cookies, and count  

insects’ legs, all while learning great facts about bugs.

Aunt Alice and the Lion
Lindsay Norman, illustrated by Izak Vollgraaff

When Themba and Vusa go to the station to meet 

Aunt Alice, they are surprised to find her waiting for 

them in a tree! She is convinced that there is a lion  

lurking behind every bush – could she be right?

The Elephants are Coming
Lindsay Norman, illustrated by Izak Vollgraaff

Themba dreams of joining his father and brother in 

chasing away the elephants from their crops but he  

is still too small. But danger lurks close to home…  

Is he brave enough for the challenge?
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